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Dear members of the PSC, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 

COMMISSION 
Cid& A.14- oon(a 

I received a letter from the PSC. My biggest concern is how some properties 

that were once on the Inter-county boundary, have been switched to KU electricity. 

When I made a complaint in 2005, there were two homes that were once on Inter-

county boundaries that are now serviced by KU. This prompted me to ask if I 

could also be switched to Inter-county, along with my five neighbors. We are 

located within the city limits of Liberty, Kentucky. Many times when Inter-county 

electric is down I can see KU service all around me with no down time. I felt that if 

these others could be switched, that I could also be switched. There is also a 

property north of my property that once had Inter-county electricity that now has 

KU electric. Most of what Inter-county addressed was concerning how adequate 

their electricity has been over the years, but if you compare it to my neighbors that 

are on KU service you will see a tremendous difference. I just ask the PSC 

members to inquire as to how these changes were made, while others are denied. 

We are in a small island within the city limits that is serviced by Inter-county and 

when the power goes out I have been several days at a time without electricity. 

I can only relate these matters as I see them. These two homes that were 

once Inter-county serviced were bought by a Liberty businessman, who sells land 

that provides more customers to the electricity providers. These homes were torn 



down and now this land is serviced by KU electricity. When I inquired about how 

this was done I was informed that the boundary was wrong all along. Did someone 

behind a desk just decide to take a look at the boundary lines after all these years? 

Or did this businessman just ask to be switched to KU, and received permission? 

All I know is three properties that were once serviced by Inter-county now have 

KU service. With my neighbors and myself being located in the same city limits of 

Liberty, Kentucky, I cordially ask that the PSC to examine this matter and 

hopefully my neighbors and I can be granted the same KU service that was granted 

to this businessman. Thank you for your time and attention in this matter. 

Respectfully, 

Russell Murphy Jr. 

1660 N. Wallace Wilkinson Blvd. 

Liberty, KY 42539 
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